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Abstract

Achieving realism in AR - natural occlusion of
rendered objects

Ahmed Bihi and Samuel Gebre Yohannes

In this paper, we present a pipeline for implementing occlusion in indoor navigation 
augmented reality experiences by making use of image segmentation. We focus on 
DeepLabV3+  which is a state-of-the-art semantic segmentation network, that 
uses an encoder-decoder structure where the encoder is a Deep Convolutional 
neural network which generates a dense segmentation map and the decoder 
refines the segmentation map. By using transfer learning, we train our network to 
segment floors and the segmented results returned by this network are then used 
to perform stencil masking on the 3D content. We create a dataset, Bontouch 
office dataset, by recording a video while walking around in the offices of 
Bontouch and annotate each pixel in each frame as floor or background. We train 
our network on public datasets and use the Bontouch office dataset to evaluate 
the effectiveness of our network within the Bontouch offices. We measure the 
accuracy of our network by using Mean Intersection over Union (MIoU) which is a 
method to compute the percentage of overlap between the ground truth and a 
predicted segmentation map. This thesis shows that this pipeline can be effective 
at creating occlusion with our network with a  91.1% MIoU of detecting floors on 
the Bontouch office dataset and a 79.2% MIoU of detecting floors on the public 
test set of the SUN RGB-D dataset, that contain 5050 annotated images from 
indoor scenes. We verify that the occlusion we create is perceived to be realistic 
by conducting a user study that demonstrates the effectiveness of our method. 
Additionally, We explore methods to use our deep-learning approach to run in real-
time on a Google pixel phone such as reduced image input size, compressed 
network backbone and network conversion to tflite format. We make use of a 
Google pixel phone for our experiments in order to fully benefit from the first class 
support ARCore gives to this phone.
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